new perspectives on academic careers
exchange of experiences - networking - having lunch together
discussing actual challenges - exchange with experts

Ladies Lunch | internal meeting | April 25 | 1-3 p.m. | AH

Ladies Lunch | Prof. Heather Hofmeister (Goethe University Frankfurt) | Leadership and Negotiation for Women in Science | Mai 30 | 1-3 p.m. | AH 228

Ladies Lunch | Prof. Beverly Goodman (Haifa University Israel) | Tales of Failure and Success from a Multitasking, Multidisciplinary, Multinational, Explorer, Scientist and Neurotypical Mom | June 20 | 1-3 p.m. | AH 228

Gender Lunch | Prof. Karin Michalski (Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln) | „Feeling Bad in the Academy“ ...Some Queer Reflections on Norms of Gender and Sexuality, Racism, and Work | Lecture Performance and Videoscreening | July 18 | 1-3 p.m. | AH 228